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System Architecture
The diagram below illustrates the high-level architecture of a typical Prime Home deployment.
Figure 1: High Level Architecture
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The top of the diagram represents the "northbound" side of the system, with interfaces to the customer support
users and to other platforms in the service provider's network. The bottom of the diagram represents the
"southbound" side, with interfaces to the managed devices. The Service Layer is therefore sometimes referred
to as the Northbound Layer, while the Connection Layer may be referred to as the Southbound Layer.
The dotted components in the diagram above may be optionally used according to the project needs.
The components in the diagram illustrate the functional layers in the platform. Each of these three layers may
be deployed on separate servers/clusters.

The exact schema of each deployment can be found in customer specific system design documents.

Note

Please refer to the Cisco Prime Home Installation Guide for information on installing and running various
components.

Database Layer
The database layer is responsible for all persistent storage in Prime Home. It consists of the database engine
running on general-purpose server hardware and a storage subsystem. The data layer is deployed on a protected
network behind the connection layer and is isolated from the public network.
All data retrieved from the CPEs by the connection layer is stored in a relational database. This includes any
pending parameter value changes that will be updated during the next communication with the CPE. Upon
completion of these update operations, the new values are read back from the device and updated in the master
CPE data repository.
The database also stores Prime Home configuration data, historical and statistical data, scheduled tasks, and
the like. The database engine makes this database available to the nodes in both the service layer and connection
layer.
Prime Home supports Oracle Database.

Service Layer
The service layer (SL) implements the core functionality of the Prime Home business logic. It provides the
following functionalities:
• Displays the Prime Home services to CSRs within the service provider's network, providing a rich
web-based interface.
• Implements all of the core application logic necessary to fulfill CSR requests, monitor the application
performance, calculate alert/alarm conditions, initiate scheduled operations, authenticate users and more.
• Interacts with external OSS/BSS systems to extract system and CPE related information from the
operators' systems, including CPE topology information, user authentication, and system monitoring
notifications.
• Implements business rules such as device alerts calculation and reporting the status to the user and
monitoring systems.
• Monitors Prime Home application KPIs and reports alarms and statistics to the service provider's NOC
/ NMS systems
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• Provides rich REST API to allow customer systems to extract information and perform operations with
specific devices or system wide.
• Supports the initiation of on-demand sessions for non-CWMP interfaces (e.g. XMPP/STUN).

Connection Layer
The connection layer (CL) is responsible for all interactions with CPEs and connects to the network where
the CPEs are deployed. The CL sits behind a firewall and a load balancer that distributes the CPE traffic load
between the connection layer nodes. It also interfaces with the data layer and service layer through separate
network interfaces.
The CL implements the CPE WAN management protocol (CWMP), as defined by the Broadband Forum. Its
primary tasks are to provision managed devices and update the Prime Home database to reflect the CPE's
current state.
The CL interacts with CPEs to make configuration changes, manage firmware/software updates, and collect
data. It supports the initiation of on-demand sessions ("Connection Request" in CWMP). For example, when
Prime Home is required to send updated information to a CSR or perform scheduled operations at a specific
time.
A system manager component included at the connection layer monitors the CL application's KPIs, as well
as the managed CPE, and reports alarms and statistics to the service provider's NOC/NMS systems.

Cisco Management Heartbeat server (CMHS)
CMHS is used for monitoring CPE Wireline, 3G connectivity and 3G signal strength. CMHS is also used for
initiating on-demand TR-069 connection requests to CPEs behind a NAT.
When CMHS is deployed, the device creates an always-on connection with CMHS that is used to communicate
the connection status from the device to Prime Home; and is used by Prime Home to request that the device
checks in. Due to the fact that it is the device that initiates the connection to CMHS (and not CMHS to the
device), any networking issues that would ordinarily arise from having the device behind a NAT are avoided.
CMHS uses XMPP protocol for all interactions with the device. CMHS performs the following core functions:
• Connectivity between CPE and heartbeat servers over 3G and Wireline interfaces.
• CMHS Client sends a heartbeat at regular intervals in order to maintain each of the TCP connections
and monitor connectivity.
• Status Monitoring: CMHS Client reports status to CMHS Server after booting up and sends status change
message if status has been changed.
• Generate alarms for changes to CPE status parameters or connectivity.

Log Upload Server (LUS)
The Log Upload Server (LUS) is primarily used by the CPEs to upload its log bundles. LUS can be used by
the CPEs to upload bulk data in the form of a file. Examples of such files include system log, performance
data, and other diagnostics data. CPEs support both periodic (SB) and on-demand (NB) file upload. The LUS
is helpful for Support Engineers who need to troubleshoot issues.
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Download Server (DS)
The Download server allows a device to retrieve firmware and software images using HTTP/S. The Download
server is also used for retrieving diagnostic throughput files. Multiple download services can be placed behind
a load balancer to support increased scale and availability needs. A single VIP is exposed so that a CPE can
retrieve an image from any download instance that is part of the cluster. In addition, the HTTP Range header
is supported so that if an instance or network failure occurs during a session, the device can resume where it
left off.

Deployment Environment
This chapter describes the hardware, software and networking environment used in Cisco Prime Home
deployments, as well as the scalability and high-availability options.

Server Requirements for Hardware
The following table lists the server requirements used in selecting hardware for a typical Prime Home
installation.
Table 1:

Service Layer

Connection Layer

Data Layer

2*

2*

2*

32GB

32GB

64GB

Local storage: 146GB SAS HDD (2.5" 2
10k, or 3.5" 15k)

2

2

LAN: Gigabit Ethernet ports**

6

6

6

SAN: Fiber Channel HBA

Optional***

Optional***

Required

Power supply

2

2

2

Processors: Intel Xeon E5560
(6 core, 2.80 GHz, 12MB L3 cache)
Memory: PC3-10600 (DDR3)

* The minimal requirement is having 2 servers per layer (for redundancy / high availability). The exact number
of servers depends on the estimated network capacity. See the dimensioning matrix in System Configuration
Specification for more details.
** The number of Ethernet ports required depends on the network topology; please refer to the section on
Network Topology below for more information.
*** The Connection and Service Layers do not require access to the external storage system that is part of
the Data Layer, but the use of shared storage may simplify operational aspects, such as backup
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Storage Hardware
Storage for the Prime Home Data Layer is deployed on an external storage solution, typically SAN-based.
This is necessary to implement the 1:1 active/standby redundancy model for the Data Layer DB engine and
to simplify backup of critical data.
Disk Array
HDD Storage: SAS (2.5" or 3.5") in RAID-10 or
RAID-5 configuration

≥ 3 drives*

HDD Storage, for DB redo logs

>= 2x 128GB (RAID1)*

Host Interface: Fiber Channel ports

>= 4**

Fiber Channel switches

Optional***

* The exact number of drives depends on the estimated network capacity. See the dimensioning matrix in
System Configuration Specification for more details.
* * The exact number of ports depends on the database sizing requirements. The current table assumes 2
redundant DB servers in 1:1 cluster scheme.
*** Fiber Channel switches are typically required when the Data Layer disk array is deployed as a shared
storage solution for other Prime Home layers, or when other systems are connected to the disk array (e.g. as
part of a backup solution).

Software Characteristics
Name

Description

Operating System

All Prime Home servers run Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.5 64-bit (x86_64).

Database Layer

Cisco Prime Home supports the following data replication solutions:
• Oracle Data Guard - used as a solution for database backup and redundancy
purposes.
• Oracle Active Data Guard - used as a solution for backup, redundancy
and online data replication for reporting purposes.

Service Layer

The Service Layer runs on top of Apache Tomcat version 7.0.45. The Web
Interface layer utilizes Liferay Portal version 6.2 CE.

Connection Layer

The Connection Layer runs on top of JBoss AS version 6.1.
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High Availability and Scalability
Cisco Prime Home supports networks with hundreds of thousands or even millions of devices, hundreds of
CSR users and several terabytes worth of device configuration data and metadata. Each of these metrics affects
a different layer of the Cisco Prime Home platform, and since the scalability needs differ from one customer
to the next, each of the layers is scalable independently, according to the relevant layer's characteristics.
The diagram below illustrates Cisco Prime Home system architecture with its high availability schemas:
Figure 2: Prime Home System Architecture

The High Availability setup synchronizes the Jreport directory between all the SL systems. Changes are
typically made on the system that is currently the active jreport system (the primary) and synchronized to any
other SL systems that are configured. If the primary system becomes unavailable, the customer is rerouted to
a secondary system.
There are two components that work together to implement the syncing solution. The first is lsyncd, a utility
that watches for changes in one or more directory trees. When it detects a change it invokes the second utility
csync2 that replicates those changes to the other systems. We use /etc/init.d/ph-sync to manage lsyncd (start,
stop, status, restart). lsyncd should automatically start when the system starts.
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Data Layer (HA)
The Data Layer servers typically implement 1:1 (active - passive) high availability schema, using either Oracle
Data Guard, Red Hat Cluster Managed (RHCM) or Veritas Cluster Server (VCS) to implement high-availability.
The cluster manager application is responsible for managing the active/standby status of the Oracle database
engine, managing the floating IP address and re-attaching the external storage volumes in case of a failover.
The connection from each server to the storage array is redundant, and the disk volumes use RAID mirroring
to protect against failure of individual drives.

Connection Layer (HA)
The Connection Layer consists of essentially independent 'worker' processes. Each server can therefore be
treated as a resource, and new servers can be added as needed without impacting the existing servers. In
addition, to be able to handle the required capacity of TR-069 sessions with millions of CPEs - high availability
and scalability of this layer is essential.
The Connection Layer allows horizontal scalability through clustering and is deployed in a load-sharing
configuration (N+M). The minimal high availability schema of a Prime Home deployment will be 1+1 (2
active nodes).
• Application Load balancer -in charge of sharing the load between the N cluster nodes.
• Hazelcast: in-memory data grid in charge of managing shared resources between the layer's nodes (e.g.,
application cache).
To make sure the Connection Layer's process is up, Cisco Prime Home uses an application watchdog that
constantly monitors the Cisco Prime Home process and starts it up in case of a failure. In such cases, it will
also send a critical trap to the fault management system.
A load balancer (ADC = Application Delivery Controller) should be positioned between the CPE network
and the Connection Layer. The load balancer's main roles are:
• Sharing the load between the Connection Layer servers, by directing the TR-069 sessions to the least
busy node at any given time.
• Handle SSL termination, where encrypted HTTP communication is being used between the CPEs and
Cisco Prime Home. SSL Termination at the Load Balancer helps in reducing the load from the connection
layer servers.
• Handle port mapping between the incoming ports (80 / 443) and the actual port that Cisco Prime Home
Connection Layer nodes are listening on (port 8080).
• Perform NAT for connection requests from the CL servers to the CPEs.

Service Layer (HA)
The Service Layer allows horizontal scalability through clustering and can be deployed either an active-standby
(1:1) or a load-sharing configuration (N+M). The minimal high availability schema of a Cisco Prime Home
deployment will be a single active + single standby node or 1+1 (2 active nodes). The high availability is
achieved via the same tools as described above for the Connection Layer - a load balancer for load sharing,
an application watchdog for status monitoring and Hazelcast for distributed cache.
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HA Syncing
There are two components that work together to implement the syncing solution. The first is lsyncd, a utility
that watches for changes in one or more directory trees. When it detects a change it invokes the second utility
csync2 that replicates those changes to the other systems. We use /etc/init.d/ph-sync to manage lsyncd (start,
stop, status, restart). lsyncd should automatically start when the system starts.
Lsyncd is configured by the file $PANORAMA_HOME/etc/ph-sync.conf. At the end of the file is the following:
local sources = {
["/usr/local/panorama/.jreport/default/history/"] = "jreport"
}
for key, value in pairs(sources) do
sync {initSync, source=key, syncid=value}
end

Note that the sources table links the directories that lsyncd is watching
(/usr/local/panorama/.jreport/default/history) with the csync2 configuration file (/etc/csync2/csync2_jreport.cfg).
In order to add more directories to be synchronized between SL systems, you need to add a new line to this
table.
csync2 is configured by /etc/csync2/csync2_jreport.cfg. It has the following section:
group jreports {
host ph-6-4-sl1.cisco.com ph-6-4-sl2.cisco.com ;
key /etc/csync2/csync2_jreport.key;
include /usr/local/panorama/.jreport/default/history;
backup-directory /usr/local/panorama/etc/csync2/sync-conflicts/;
backup-generations 2;
auto younger;
}

The host line specifies which SLs are included in the syncing. The hostnames should match what the 'hostname'
command on that system reports otherwise csync2 won't recognize sync requests from other systems.
The key line is used to authenticate each system in the group; each system should have a copy of this key.
The "include" line defines which directory tree will be synchronized. lsyncd only detects that a change occurs
in that tree, csync2 does the synchronization. Both of them have to be configured with the same directory .If
someone wanted to add additional directories, they could either add new include lines to the group jreports
in this file or they could add a new file (csync2_<new label>.cfg) and use it. Note that in the first case the
ph-sync.conf file would have a line: ["<new directory>"] = "jreport" Where the second would have a line
["<new directory>"] = "<new label>".

CPE Provisioning
CPE provisioning relates to the process of registering a device to Prime Home, either via the CPE network
or by an external OSS/BSS system. Optionally, it also performs certain actions on the device like parameter
values settings, firmware upgrade etc.

OSS/BSS Initiated Provisioning
In this flow, the operator's OSS/BSS sends a request to Prime Home, using Prime Home NBI interface, to
apply certain provisioning configuration to the managed CPE. The parameters will be applied to the device
once it first connects to Prime Home or following a Reset to Factory Settings.
The provisioning NBI can be called by the OSS/BSS at 2 different time spots within the CPE lifecycle:
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• Before the CPE is actually provisioned to Prime Home via the network – in this case, also referred to
as “pre-provisioning”, the provisioning settings will be stored in Prime Home pre-provisioning tables,
and will be applied to the device once it connects to Prime Home via the network.
• After the CPE has been connected to Prime Home – in this case, the provisioning settings will be applied
to the CPE immediately
Please note that those settings will be re-applied to the CPE following each future BOOTSTRAP event - an
event triggered once a CPE is reset to factory defaults.
For further information regarding Prime Home's provisioning NBI, refer to Prime Home NBI Developers
Guide.

CPE Initiated Provisioning
CPE-initiated provisioning is the process by which Prime Home applies certain configurations to a CPE either
on its first connection with Prime Home or after it has been reset to factory defaults. Configuration can include
various action types such as: parameter value settings, firmware upgrade, parameter attributes settings, etc.
Provisioning workflows can be either of the following types:
• Programmatic workflows (AKA: System Workflows): predefined logic that is coded according to the
product or the deployment specific needs. Examples for such workflows are:
◦Setting the CPE’s connection request time and interval.
◦Setting the CPE’s connection request username and password as a function of its serial number.
◦Setting a certain parameter value in the router based on its status that has been retrieved from the
operator’s OSS/BSS system (e.g. browsing restriction mode)
• User defined workflows: settings defined by the Operations user either in the Device Configuration
portlet or as part of a Batch Operation.
• OSS / BSS initiated workflows: configure certain parameter values on the device as a result of a
provisioning NBI call.
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The following diagram illustrates the flow of CPE initiated provisioning:
Figure 3: CPE Initiated Provisioning

The Device Provisioning flow is described in the sequence diagram below:
1 The device first connects to Prime Home or comes back a result of a Factory Reset command, sending a
BOOTSTRAP event.
2 Prime Home registers the device to its database and loads the entire device’s data model.
3 The data model is loaded to the Prime Home database.
4 Prime Home checks for pre-provisioning parameters that were requested by the OSS/BSS.
5 The various provisioning workflows are executed and settings applied to the device.
6 The changed parameters’ values are retrieved from the device and updated to the Prime Home DB.
7 The workflows statuses are logged to Prime Home event log.
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